
Getting started with VR 
development
It’s not as scary as you think!



Welcome



Jeremy McCurdy
Games Technical Lead at REDspace

A bit about me.
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I am a VR fanatic
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Creators + innovators of unforgettable 
interactive experiences.

We help our partners achieve unrivalled results by building user 
experiences and technologies that drive the digital side of business.



# of Employees  

160 (and growing fast!)

Location 

Bedford, NS



Our Services
• Game Production
• VR/AR experiences
• Simulation
• App Development
• Website Development
• User Experience Design

• Full Stack Video Hosting & Delivery
• Live Event Experiences
• Voting Platforms
• Original IP Content Development
• Design & Animation
• Interactive Business Applications





About Gunball



Built for the HTC Vive

Launching on Steam later this year

Uses 3D tracked controllers for 1:1 hand movement and aiming

Development team of 5 people. Most game development handled by 1 
developer (Me), and one artist.

The initial prototype took only two weeks to make



Two key design goals: 

Comfort and competition 



Business goals: 

Solving challenges and proving capabilities 



The Current 
State of VR



Devices and market share 

Samsung Gear VR - Over 5 million units

Playstation VR - Around 800,000 units

Oculus Rift and Vive - Around 500,000 units each

Other players: Google Daydream, Microsoft Holographic



The VR market is growing, but 
is extremely fragmented.



Developers need to be ready 
for any platform.



…but that’s not as scary as it 
sounds!



Platforms in 
Detail



Three Tiers of Headsets

3. Mobile

2. Intermediate

1. Enthusiast



1. Enthusiast  
Oculus Rift and HTC Vive

Pros 

Full 3D tracking with room scale 
movement

Easiest to develop for

Most developer support

Customers willing to invest in 
content

Cons 

Most expensive (over $1000 
investment)

Requires high end gaming PCs

Requires lots of physical space

Fewest number of devices sold

Picky customer base



2. Intermediate  
Playstation VR and possibly Microsoft

Pros 

Partial 3D tracking

Most people already have 
hardware that can use the 

headsets

Consumers need content

Cons 

Most difficult to get development 
tools

No public development 
communities

Cheaper than enthusiast 
hardware, but still pretty 
expensive ($500 - $900)



3. Mobile  
Samsung Gear VR, Google Daydream, Google 

Cardboard, and 3rd party Android headsets

Pros 

Cheapest for consumers and 
developers ($30 - $130)

Largest number of units

Good development community

Cons 

Very basic tracking

Poor performance

Limited user interaction

Consumers not very invested in 
VR 



So which tier do you target?

Just one? All of them?



Two approaches 

Scale up 
Start at mobile and move up 
to more complex hardware.

Add graphical features and 
control options as you go up.

Scale down 
Start at enthusiast and move 

down to less complex 
hardware.

Simplify your graphics and 
input as you go down.



Choosing an Approach 

Passive “viewer” content is easy to scale up

Games with complex controls need to start at a higher tier

Games or experiences with simple input controls can go 
either way

Some experience just don’t work on different hardware 



What We Chose 

Gunball uses 3D tracked controls, so we decided to start at 
the enthusiast tier.

To be sure that we could scale down, we used a simple art 
style, and prototyped a version of the game on Samsung 

Gear VR.



Engines and 
Tools



Game engines 

The two primary VR game engines are Unity and 
Unreal Engine 4 

Both natively support all major VR platforms



Lower cost of development 

Easier to learn  

Largest development 
community

Takes more effort for high 
end graphics

Higher graphical capabilities

More powerful when 
mastered

Requires more content to be 
built from scratch

Comparison



Hardware SDKs 
Software libraries designed for specific 

headsets. They provide functionality specific to 
each platform.

Every headset has one.

You need to use them in order to deploy on 
each platform’s storefront.



Steam VR / Open VR 
A special hardware SDK created by Valve for VR 

games on Steam

Works across multiple different headset, 
covering both the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift

It also works with various “indie” VR headsets, 
and DIY hardware



About Oculus 

Even though Steam VR supports Oculus, you 
still need to implement the Oculus SDK to 

deploy games on the Oculus store

Steam VR just allows Oculus users to play VR 
games they buy over Steam



VR Toolkit (VRTK) 

VRTK is an open source VR library for Unity

It works with various hardware SDKs and 
provides common code to interact with the 

hardware. 

Drop in a new SDK, but keep things the same!

This means you write 90% of your code one, 
and tweak it slightly depending on the platform



VRTK - Supported Hardware 

Fully supported 

Oculus Rift

HTC Vive

Experimental 

Google Daydream 

Samsung Gear VR



VRTK - Additional Features 

Controller UI interaction

Grabbing and releasing mechanics

Locomotion systems

Controller tooltips

User comfort utilities



What VRTK Doesn’t Do 

VRTK can’t supply features that hardware 
doesn’t support

Controllers and tracking on mobile hardware 
are fundamentally different from enthusiast 

hardware



Implementation 
(The not scary part*) 

*If you are a programmer.



Step 1 - Get The Hardware 

It’s pretty much impossible to build 
VR content without having the 

hardware first

Implementation is easy, but you will 
make game design mistakes without 

putting on a headset

Many developers think they can add 
VR later… Don’t be one of those 

devs!



Barebones Implementation 

Go into project settings, check 
“Virtual Reality Supported”, and 

choose your SDK

Seriously, that’s it.

Unity will turn the main camera in 
every scene into a VR camera that 

the user sees through



Adding Steam VR 

First download the Steam VR plugin 
from the Unity asset store

Import it into your project, this will 
copy all of the files it needs into 

your game’s folder



Configuring Steam VR 

Next Steam VR will pop up a 
dialogue to configure Unity with 

optimal settings

It’s usually fine to just say yes to all 
changes unless you are doing 

something unique



Setting Up Your Scene 

Go into Steam VR > Prefabs

Copy [Camera Rig] into your scene

Press play!



Importing VRTK 

Make sure Steam VR is set up and 
the Camera Rig is in the scene

Download and import VRTK from the 
asset store



Setting Up VRTK 

Make an empty object, add the VRTK 
SDK Manager script to it

Tell it to use Steam VR

Drag your Camera Rig to the “Actual 
Boundaries” section

Press “Auto Populate Linked Objects” 
to automatically fill in the rest

This is where you would change over 
to the Oculus, or mobile SDKs



Learning VRTK 

To learn more about VRTK, 
check out their 

documentation here:

https://vrtoolkit.readme.io/

 They have API 
documentation, code 

samples, and video tutorials

https://vrtoolkit.readme.io/


Beyond Basic Implementation 

Once you have the tools and 
libraries in your project, you can 

start working on your game like any 
normal Unity project

The big difference is that you have 
to put a headset on to test most 

things

Remember that bugs can make you 
physically ill!



What does this all mean? 
Programming a VR game is actually 

easier than a standard mobile or simple 
HTML5 game

The development community wants VR to 
succeed, and is making powerful free 

tools

The community is so friendly that even 
Microsoft and Sony get along when it 

comes to VR!



User Experience 
Considerations



Simulator Sickness 
Simulator sickness happens when your eyes 
perceive movement, but your body doesn’t. 

This is because you lack vestibular stimuli in you 
inner ear.

Symptoms include: nausea, dizziness, and 
headaches

Each person has a different tolerance level. VR 
games need to accommodate all comfort levels.



#1 Rule in Comfort 

Don’t take over 
the camera!



Additional Comfort Tips 
Consider multiple locomotion methods, teleporting is 

comfortable for most people

Design for short gameplay sessions, allow players to take 
a break.

Don’t make people move their heads rapidly

Keep a stable framerate. Enthusiast VR runs at 90 FPS 
minimum, everything else runs at 60 minimum. 

Avoid flashing lights and motion blur



UI Design 
VR user interfaces exist in “world” space. They are 3D objects in the virtual world. 

You need to strike a balance between making UI an experience, and making it 
usable.

Flat menus are boring in VR Try to add 3D depth and interesting 
interactions



Using Hardware Well 
Make the most out of the hardware features available to the platform.

Users want their experience to feel it was designed for them.

If moving up from from mobile, 
consider adding tracked controller 

support.

If moving down to mobile, spend time 
testing control schemes.

Also remember that enthusiast VR 
lets you walk around!



Avoid Gimmicks 
There are a lot of 3rd party gimmick 

add ons for VR headsets.

Many of them are really cool, but 
only a handful of people will ever 

use them.

Many of these add ons are made by 
startups that won’t exist in 6 

months.

Your user base is already small, 
don’t make it smaller.



Wrapping up
VR development is 
surprisingly easy! 

Hardware is constantly 
evolving 

Be ready for change, use 
frameworks that make it 

easier



Questions?

GAMES TECHNICAL LEAD  
jeremy.mccurdy@redspace.com
redspace.com   /   T  902 444.3490

FACEBOOK  REDspace
TWITTER  @theREDspace
LINKEDIN  The REDspace

Please take 2 minutes at the end of the session to fill out the online 
or paper survey. 

  
www.pdsummit.ca/speaker-survey.html

http://www.pdsummit.ca/speaker-survey.html

